
Interview Judge 
Training



▶Welcome to the Texas Academic Decathlon® virtual 
orientation session for interview judges. 

▶We appreciate your willingness to volunteer your 
time to this academic competition. The Texas 
Academic Decathlon® program strives to provide an 
opportunity for high school students to experience the 
challenge of rigorous academic competition.

Welcome



The general content of the provided interview questions 
will be based on:
▶Contest-related Questions. Some questions will relate 

specifically to the Academic Decathlon competition –
preparation, events, struggles and/or rewards.

▶Standard Interview Questions. Other questions may 
closely parallel those of a professional or college 
interview.

The Interview



Students will be judged on their ability to:

1. Present ideas and responses that are appropriate to 
the setting and to the questions asked.

Judging Criteria



2. Listen to the comments and inquiries of the 
interviewers and elaborate with interesting detail and 
vivid impressions while avoiding repetition.

Judging Criteria (cont.)



3. Establish and maintain rapport with members of the 
interview judging team through voice, gestures and 
attitudinal posture (give the student the benefit of 
the doubt regarding the last two while using a virtual 
environment).

Judging Criteria (cont.)



4. Use voice, vocabulary and language structures 
appropriate to informal oral communication.

Judging Criteria (cont.)



▶The primary function of each interview panel is to 
conduct objective, consistent, and uniform interviews.

▶The panel should maintain a balance of question 
content. 

▶Each judge should be involved in asking questions.
▶Each judge should be personable, attentive, and 

responsive to student’s comments.

Judging Responsibilities



▶Ask a balance of questions from the Interview 
Question Worksheet.

▶Do not argue, interrupt, or display authority that will 
put the student on the defensive. 

▶Be an active listener.
▶Listen not only to what is being said, but also observe 

how it is said. 
▶Be aware of the tone of voice, the use of facial 

expressions and gestures, and the overall physical 
demeanor of the student.

Judging Responsibilities (cont.)



▶Note also the vocabulary, sentence structure and 
coherence of the response and their appropriateness 
to the question posed.
▶Allow the student to complete their comments 
before moving to the next question or ending the 
interview.
▶Although judges should not interrupt a student or 
overtly control the length of a student’s response, 
sometimes a gentle nod or a smile will serve to move 
the interview along.

Judging Responsibilities (cont.)



KEEP ON SCHEDULE!
▶Allow exactly 12 minutes per student:
◦2-minute preparation time between 
interviews
◦7-minute interview time
◦3-minute evaluation time following 
the interview

Judging Responsibilities (cont.)



▶AFTER the student leaves the breakout room, rate the 
student’s interview performance using the Google 
document link provided according to the ten 
categories of communication skills listed on the official 
Academic Decathlon Interview Evaluation Form. 

▶Note: It is distracting to the student to be rated while 
he or she is speaking.

Judging Responsibilities (cont.)



As an interview panel, determine who will:
▶Greet the student (typically Judge 1)
▶Ask the first question (typically Judge 2)

Before the Interview Begins



USAD provides a question worksheet to be used in 
conducting student interviews. Before the interviews 
begin, the judging panel should select/assign interview 
questions to each judge; i.e., Judge 2 will ask Questions 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15; Judge 1 will ask Questions 2, 4, 
6, 8, 10, 12, 14.
Questions MUST be asked in the same order for every 
student as to assure that students are judged on their 
responses to the same queries.

Interview Question Worksheet



▶All scores must be submitted on the official USAD 
Interview Google Form (screenshots follow).
▶Please verify the Interview Evaluation Google Form 
has the correct student identification number as well 
as the number assigned to each interview judge (#1 or 
#2).
▶Enter the “Interview Room” listed at the top left of 
the Zoom screen; i.e., Interview 1, Interview 2, etc.

Interview Google Form



▶Each member of a judging team MUST have one 
Interview Evaluation Google Form for each decathlete 
scheduled during the interview event.
▶Use the student identification number on the 
interview schedule to double-check the accuracy of the 
number you enter.

Interview Google Form (cont.)



Google Scoring Document
Enter Your Email Address



Select Interview Room Number 
(found at the top left of your Zoom Screen)



Enter Judge Name and Number 
(assigned by USAD)



Enter Student ID number
Select “Next”



Interview Categories and Scale



▶Language Usage (grammar, enunciation, appropriateness) *
▶Interpersonal Skills (rapport, interaction, involvement) *
▶Non-Verbal Language (movement, gesture, posture) *
▶Manner (assurance, enthusiasm, directness) *
▶Listening Skills (appropriateness of responses, attentiveness) *
▶Answering Skills (clear, complete, appropriate) *
▶Responses (thoughtful, insightful, with conviction) *
▶Overall Effectiveness (purpose achieved, interest, reception) *
▶Appearance (appropriate for an interview) *

Remaining Categories



All Categories are Required *



After evaluating each student, select 
“Submit another response”



▶The interview will last 7 minutes.
▶Judge 2 will ask the first question following the start 
of a 7-minute countdown clock (stopwatch, cell phone, 
etc.).

Timing the Interview



Meet & Greet:

▶At the scheduled time, the student will enter the 
room/table.

▶Judge 1 will start the clock, AND using his/her name, 
should then introduce himself/herself. 

▶The other judges will introduce themselves.

▶QA with competitor

As the Interview begins …



After six minutes have elapsed as indicated on the countdown 
clock:

▶Allow student to complete answer to current question.

▶Judge 1 will signal that the interview is over by thanking the 
student for their participation and wishing them well in the 
rest of the competition.

▶Please don’t shake hands unless offered first by the 
interviewee.

▶DO NOT comment specifically on the student’s performance 
or provide any indication of his/her score.

As the Interview is Ending



▶You will have 3 minutes to score:
◦Evaluate the student using the Google Form.
◦Verify the student ID before marking the grid.
◦Verify you have entered the correct Judge number
◦You will not be able to “Submit” until all lines have a 
score.

▶REMEMBER
◦Judges must not collaborate nor compare notes.

Scoring the Interview



▶Rubrics provide a means for quantifying intangibles 
such as responsiveness, warmth, facility, genuineness,  
and sincerity.
▶Evaluate the student in each of the rubric categories.
▶Students should be practiced but personable.

Looking at the Rubric



▶VOICE is the way a speaker controls volume, clarity 
and distinctness of voice to gain greater audibility. 
Strong voice implies control of:
◦Rate
◦Volume
◦Pitch

▶Effective voice control is essential for maintaining 
interest, holding attention, and conveying self-
assurance. 

Rubric Categories



▶LANGUAGE USAGE refers to the:
◦Appropriate choice of words 
◦Proper use of grammar
◦Correct enunciation

▶Language should promote a clear understanding of 
ideas and be appropriate for the occasion.

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶INTERPERSONAL SKILLS are measured by a 
candidate’s ability to establish rapport with 
interviewers.
▶The candidate’s response should correspond to and 
interact with the interviewers’ questions, and he/she 
should stimulate an involvement with the 
interviewers.

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶NON-VERBAL LANGUAGE refers to the manner in 
which the candidate effectively uses
◦Gestures
◦Facial Expressions
◦Physical involvement (loosely scored in a virtual 
environment)

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶MANNER is measured through the candidate’s ability 
to speak with:
◦Enthusiasm
◦Confidence
◦Assurance

▶Student should be fully engaged and enthusiastic 
about the interview process. The candidate should be 
direct in his/her response. 

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶LISTENING SKILLS refers to the ability to analyze and 
interpret “what is being asked”.
▶The candidate’s responses to the questions will give 
an indication of his/her level of attention and his/her 
ability to identify, sort and process the information 
being requested.

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶ANSWERING SKILLS refers to the ability to:
◦Address the question directly
◦Present information in a clear and concise manner
◦Organize information in a logical and sequential order
◦Provide responses appropriate for the audience
◦Pace conversation to convey necessary information and 
achieve purpose

▶Order, logic, imagination, intelligence and other 
personal qualities are reflected in the way answers are 
given. All information presented should be relevant to 
the question being asked.

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶RESPONSES refer to the quality of the answers given. 
The candidate should provide thoughtful and insightful 
responses.
▶A well-thought-out answer engages the interviewers’ 
attention and gives insight into the candidate’s 
personal qualities, skills, goals, and experiences.
▶Relevant examples and illustrations support the 
answers. The candidate should speak with certainty 
and conviction.

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS measures the:
◦Nature of information provided
◦Manner in which it was communicated
◦Overall impression it created
◦Rapport established between the interviewer and 
candidate

▶Some questions to consider:
◦Did the candidate provide the information requested in a 
skillful manner?
◦Was the information relevant and meaningful?
◦Was the candidate able to achieve a positive impression of 
his/her skill, experiences, and personal qualities?

Rubric Categories (cont.)



APPEARANCE refers to the appropriate attire of the 
candidate. The candidate follows USAD dress 
standards in choosing attire that is appropriate for an 
interview.
oMales – blazer, sport coat or sweater with collared dress shirt 

and necktie; or business suit with collared dress shirt and 
necktie. 

oFemales – blouse and/or sweater; jacket with dress blouse; 
business suit with dress blouse; or business dress. 

oDistracting apparel, including hats/caps of any kind, shall be 
considered inappropriate. 

Rubric Categories (cont.)



▶Please watch the following videos of two distinct  
students (In order, use Student 8888 and 9999):
▶https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auBUAaR-Qwg
▶Please evaluate the students, based on the previous 
rubric categories, using the student numbers provided 
above, pick your own Interview Room and Judge 
number, and enter your email and name. Repeat as 
often as you wish.

▶https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe-9RNOX-
9V0Xto15_ee2Ul7RSmUVflrzydyGMEBV2GZRx88Q/viewform
▶We will review group responses at time of training.

Sample Interview and Scoring

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auBUAaR-Qwg
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe-9RNOX-9V0Xto15_ee2Ul7RSmUVflrzydyGMEBV2GZRx88Q/viewform


▶Thanks again for your help. Without you, this 
important competition could not occur.
▶Enjoy yourself. You are going to meet some amazing 
and impressive young people who are a tribute to our 
schools.
▶Everyone at Texas Academic Decathlon appreciates 
your time and energy.

Thank You!
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